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INT. APARTMENT ROOM - NIGHT
A loud explosion has caused the vampire lord to awaken from
his sleep. He pushes open the coffin which has some rags on
top and some vases fell. Apparently he was used as a table
of some sort.
He looks around and he is no longer at his castle but inside
a small but fortified house.
He looks around the small room and saw the calendar to the
year of 2222 and some scribbles on the dates of August.
He hears another explosion from the outside and he saw a
land in chaos where some people in rags shoot at each other
trying to claim some food.
He heard the door unlock and a woman came in, she seems to
be in her late twenties, she carries some canned foods in
her when she saw him she dropped the food and took out a
shotgun from her back.
VALENTINE
Thief! Drop whatever you have
stolen and you will die in quickly!
ALUCARD
You have Igor’s blood coursing in
your veins? Then you must be my
servant. Where is my wife?
VALENTINE
Wife? Wait, Igor? How do you know
of my ancestor’s name?! Speak
Quickly!
She looked at the opened coffin and the clothes of the man.
VALENTINE
It can’t be...
She knelled down with her bowed and put the gun to the
floor.
VALENTINE
My lord. You have awaken from your
long sleep.
ALUCARD
Stand, descendant of Igor, What is
your name?
She stood up.
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VALENTINE
It’s Valentine my lord...
ALUCARD
Greetings, my name is Alucard.

He was about to talk some more when a younger female walked
into the open door.
VAYNE
THIEF!
VALENTINE
Wait! STOP!
Vayne droops the bottled water she carries, draws her magnum
and fires the bullet went through Alucard’s heart and
smashes to the window outside.
Alucard just stood there as Valentine rushes to get Vayne
inside the house and closes the door.
Valentine rushes back to check on Alucard.
VALENTINE
Oh shit...
VAYNE
What are you doing sis?
ALUCARD
A sister?
VALENTINE
VAYNE! HE IS THE ONE!
VAYNE
You never told me you had a
boyfriend!
VALENTINE
NO! He is the guy in the coffin!
VAYNE
Oh shit! I just killed what we are
supposed to guard!
ALUCARD
Pleased to meet you Vayne, I’m
Alucard.
Valentine was surprised as the as he opens the cloth and saw
that the wound is already closed.
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ALUCARD
Don’t worry, I’m alright.
VALENTINE
Forgive us my lord, we are simply
shocked that most vampires and
ghouls would have already turned to
ashes by now.
ALUCARD
Let’s just say I’m special. Can you
tell me what has happened during
the time I was asleep.
VAYNE
Wait, they said you have been there
for like a thousand years?
VALENTINE
Alright I’ll summarize.

Alucard sat as Valentine begins to explain while Vayne tries
to gather the canned food and bottled waters.
VALENTINE
It was passed down to us that
before you went to sleep, you have
ordered to maintain the order of
neutrality with the humans. The
vampires abides it.
VAYNE
But somehow there are some curios
nuts out there.
VALENTINE
It wasn’t known who contacted who
first but some human nations have
managed to get some help from
vampires.
ALUCARD
Doing what?
VALENTINE
Assassination of powerful leaders,
rivals,some humans seek eternal
youth and immortality by turning
into 2nd generation vampires by
drinking vampire blood, in turn the
vampires are paid by whatever they
desire. Men, women, money and other
things.
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ALUCARD
Other things?
VAYNE
Drugs, weaponry and some rumors of
of research materials creating
super soldiers.
ALUCARD
And the vampire nobles allowed
this?
VALENTINE
As far as I know, some of them were
a part of it. They hated your rule
of limited familiars and got as
many bodies they can sink their
teeth into and other things leading
to an outbreak of Ghouls, familiars
that didn’t survive turning into
vampires or some just died from the
vampiric virus after being bitten
by vampires. They have
uncontrollable thirst and hunger.
As you know, those that were
victims of Ghouls are either all
eaten or turn to Ghouls themselves.
VAYNE
And it got worse.
VALENTINE
The outbreak of Ghouls killing for
their thirst made some people to
think that the vampires are taking
over the world and sought to end
the deal.
ALUCARD
But?
VALENTINE
There was a conference of both
human leaders and high ranking
vampires to make a negotiation but
it was attacked by an unknown
source, which led to sparking a war
with each other, even worse the
Ghouls have turned into some kind
of hybrid and they are also
attacking vampires. Some think
Ghouls have regained their minds
and made a colony of their own.
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VAYNE
The vampires and the human nations
continue to plummet with resources
dwindling, with constant battles
against each other and sometimes
the ghouls, the trust has been
severed. Almost all humans now aim
to kill every vampire and ghouls,
while the Vampires cannot live
without a familiar to drink blood.
ALUCARD
An endless cycle of chaos leading
to extinction.
VAYNE
There are some humans and vampires
who wish for living in harmony out
there. They say these humans are
not familiars and donate blood to
the vampires and in return they are
protected from harm.
ALUCARD
Well that was what I was
maintaining in the first place.
VALENTINE
So what now my lord?
ALUCARD
First, what has happened to my wife
and my castle?
VAYNE
Well we were told that when you
went to sleep, she was also
supposed to sleep together with
you. But when the war broke out our
ancestors managed only to bring
your coffin before the ghouls and
the fire destroyed the castle. When
he returned she was already turned
to ashes, either by daylight or the
fire consumed the coffin.
Alucard sat in silence. Valentine took a glass and poured
some whisky.
VALENTINE
My lord, you look like you could
use a drink.
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Alucard instinctly looked at the girls necks for an instant
then turned away.
VAYNE
As long as its not our blood.
Alucard drank the whisky and stood up.
ALUCARD
I may need to feed. My strenght
hasn’t recovered completely... but
I do need to drink some blood or
eat some meat.
VAYNE
Look outside,people are littering
the streets with blood.
VALENTINE
If your looking for a maiden, there
are some hookers around some
corners.
ALUCARD
I don’t take blood from a
questionable source...
VALENTINE
If you wish my lord, I could give
you some of mine. Please don’t
bite, I’ll slit my hand...
An image of Igor, his hunchback henchmen flashed in
Alucard’s mind.
IGOR
Only for you my lord. *wink*
ALUCARD
um... I don’t drink blood from my
assistants. Maybe you girls can
take me on a tour outside? Most
vampires can eat food, drinking
blood is one of our most primitive
but most efficient way to restore
our strength.
VAYNE
Well that’s a relief.
VALENTINE
If you wish my lord.
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VAYNE
But not in that outfit.
VALENTINE
We’ll get some clothes for you my
lord.
Vayne and Valentine rummaged towards their belongings.
VAYNE
Hey, he is pretty hot.
VALENTINE
He is the vampire boss, treat him
with respect.
They both looked back at Alucard and he smiled a bit at
them.
VALENTINE
I think he heard you.
They have found some male clothes and gave it to Alucard.
ALUCARD
I think this will be alright. Who
does it belong to?
VALENTINE
From Our father, he... didn’t make
it here during the evacuation.
ALUCARD
I see... who would have thought
that Igor’s descendants would
become beautiful ladies.
VALENTINE
Thank you my lord, we get it from
our mother.
VAYNE
Um.. we will be outside waiting,
and feel free to pick up a weapon,
its not safe out there.
Vayne opened a closet and almost sort of guns are found
inside and some bullets are in the crates.
VALENTINE
Feel free to take what you like my
lord.
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ALUCARD
.....
INT. HALLWAY - NIGHT
Valentine and Vayne waited outside the room munching on some
food in a can.
VAYNE
What you think will happen if
people see him?
VALENTINE
I gave him a cloak he could use,
its also night, only patrols of
this camp and some strippers clubs
are open at this time of night.
VAYNE
I think we should tell the captain
here at least.
VALENTINE
Tell them what? We have the lord of
all vampires here in a human
settlement? They are going to kill
him on the spot. Besides its our
job to follow his orders.
VAYNE
Well, good thing most people are
scared shitless hiding in their
houses.
The door opened and out came Alucard dressed in black
clothes. He looks like Neo from the matrix without the
shades.
The girls blushed as they saw him.
VAYNE
Told you. He will stick out like a
sore thumb.
VALENTINE
My lord, we have to use that cloak
to hide you from unwanted
attention.
ALUCARD
Alright.
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Alucard pulled over the cloak in black and now he looks like
someone from assasin’s creed.
VAYNE
Well, that would do.
VALENTINE
And your weapon?
ALUCARD
I’ll be fine I don’t know how to
use these modern day bows.
VAYNE
We could teach you, it’s pretty
easy.
ALUCARD
Thank you but I’m fine as it is.
Now shall we?
VALENTINE
If you say so my lord.
EXT. OUTSIDE THE APPARTMENT -

NIGHT

Alucard looked at what seems to be the remains of a city.
Electricity seems to be working on some lights while
bonfires in drums can be found in dark corners.a few tall
buildings seems to be standing well while the rest are
destroyed.
VAYNE
Welcome to the future, what’s left
of it of course.
Vayne locked the door.
VALENTINE
Where to my lord?
Alucard looked around and there seems to be a patrol of men
some patched up armor walking in some areas.
ALUCARD
Where are we?
VALENTINE
In the human settlement area 57,
that tall building in the far
distance belongs to some surviving
influential people, they have a lot
(MORE)
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VALENTINE (cont’d)
of men under them all armed to the
teeth, they hold order of what is
left in this city mostly ex-cops
and ex-military people are over
there to get some work.
VAYNE
they have branches all over the
city, they roam the night fending
of Ghoul invasions, Vampire raids
on the farm area, protecting people
from other people.
ALUCARD
A farm in the city?
VALENTINE
Well, not really a farm but they
have managed to grow some edible
fruits. They are also in charge of
the livestock, the security over
there is as tight as the entrance
gates.
ALUCARD
Where are these entrance gates?
VALENTINE
Where the main road is, it is the
only way to get in or out through
major areas and is heavily guarded
not just everybody can get through.
ALUCARD
And you need patrols with such a
heavily guarded place?
VAYNE
The wall only goes around core
areas such as that building and the
farm besides it, we are currently
in what can be called an outskirt.
They didn’t have enough resources
to build it around the entire city
or they probably just want to
protect themselves and leave the
stragglers.
ALUCARD
Let us take a look around then.

11.
EXT. CITY OUTSKIRTS - NIGHT
They walked around, almost everybody else are barricaded in
their armored houses. They passed through an empty diner and
ended in some kind of border.
VALENTINE
This is the city border, they made
up sentry defenses, a very sturdy
electrified barbed fence with some
barricades and a branch of the
security forces and some local
militia.
Alucard looked at the building turned tower as some people
inside looked over them. A man in rag tag uniform headed
towards them.
EDWARD
Good evening ladies, what is your
business here?
VAYNE
Hey Ed, just taking a short walk.
Edward looked at Alucard
EDWARD
He looks new around here.
Alucard’s eye glowed in red as he looked at the man.
ALUCARD
....
EDWARD
Anyway, I’m going to go take a
shit.
Vayne and Valentine looked surprised as the man went back.
VAYNE
What just happened? He always hits
on us persistently.
VALENTINE
Is it some sort of mind control?
ALUCARD
Yes.
They were about to go somewhere else they heard an explosion
and gunshots near them.
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VAYNE
Let’s get out of here!
ALUCARD
Alright, let’s head back to your
house.
The sentry tower near them also went active and started
firing it’s machine gun.
From the alleys have men in guns running towards the
explosion and the gunshots and the screaming started to get
closer.
ALUCARD
I thought they have a solid defense
over the area.
VAYNE
They did.
Alucard and the girls went back running when they heard a
loud noise.
They turned and looked as the barricades were being smashed
by a giant monster that is made up of patched bodies.
Soldiers open fires as some vampires wait for it to finish
destroying the barricade.
VAYNE
WHAT IS THAT?!
The giant has a large iron mace and it is destroying the
nearby sentry towers with one swing.
ALUCARD
They continued Frankenstein’s
research?
VALENTINE
They are moving battering rams!They
are going to get through the
barricade!
The soldiers are continuing to fire their guns at the giant
while some v2nd generation vampires broke through the tall
fence. They are about to be overwhelmed and some soldiers
started running away while the vampires follow the
stragglers.
A rocket went past Alucard’s group and hits the giant in the
face.
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VALENTINE
It’s the captain!
A beautiful woman who holds a bazooka appeared and started
giving out orders.
CRYSTAL
SUPPORT THE MEN IN THE FRONT! LAY
DOWN COVERING FIRE! SNIPERS GET
INTO POSITION!
She brought reinforcements and started raining steel. She
looked at the girls.
CRYSTAL
Civilians get into safety! Get as
far from here as you can and find
shelter!
VALENTINE
Yes captain!
Alucard’s group was about to go when Alucard sensed
something.
He looked around and saw the the two snipers weapons drop
from the roof with some blood on them.
ALUCARD
Girls, some vampires are here.
The road back was also blocked with ten vampires that seems
to be getting hungry looking at the girls.
VAYNE
SHOW TIME SIS!
Vayne and Valentine drawed their weapons and started to fire
at the incoming vampires.
Meanwhile at the front is a losing battle, the reinforcement
are being tear down as the giant stood back up. The captain
is holding her ground firing an M16.
The vampires are taking away victims as much as they can
alive.
Suddenly a vampire appeared behind the captain.
NERO
A noble effort, I think the higher
ups will reward me greatly for
bringing you in.
(CONTINUED)
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Crystal immediately responded by turning and firing but
the new vampire is faster and managed to dodge all the
bullets.
NERO
And here I thought we had already
taken care of the possible threats
to this operation.
The M16 went empty and Crystal draw her hand gun but the
vampire was faster and stabs her in the neck with some kind
of injection.
NERO
Don’t worry, it only a sedative to
make you... less aggressive.
The captain fell down, her eyes slowly closing.
NERO
Easy now, it will only hurt at the
first bite.
The battle in the barricade is almost over as the vampires
are dragging all that was left and the Giant slowly moved
towards Nero.
NERO
Amazing isn’t it? We call it the
Homunculus, created as a living
weapon and they can be equipped
with all sorts of weapons, this guy
will be our personal carriage
tonight. You are my 231st capture.
Crystal’s eyes were now shut and she seems to be asleep.
Vayne scored another head shot as only 4 vampires remain
while Valentine expertly dodges one as it tries to grab
her and she shoots it at the same time destroying the head
heads, turning it into Ashes.
VAYNE
Hey, where is the boss?
VALENTINE
He is right behind us!
VAYNE
No he’s not.
Nero began preparations to move out when Alucard walks up to
him.
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NERO
Alright, all units take the haul
back! Hey you, big guy carry the
girl.
Nero looked at the vampires escaping but he turned back and
saw Alucard with his cloak on.
NERO
How did you managed to sneak up on
me?
ALUCARD
I don’t approve of your methods.
NERO
What?
ALUCARD
It is too barbaric.
NERO
A critic? You have guts coming to
me alone, let’s spill that on the
floor shall we?
ALUCARD
If battle is what you desire then I
shall oblige.
Nero moved like a blur and he was behind Alucard. Then he
felt something inside is suddenly crushing him with a
destructive force he never felt before and coughed blood
from his mouth..
NERO
What did you do to me...?
ALUCARD
I fought you. The battle is over.
Alucard took a step forward towards the giant reaching for
Crystal.
NERO
Hey!
Nero started to turn into ashes.
NERO
Comeback here!
Nero’s head fell off and he crumbled to ashes.
(CONTINUED)
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Alucard looked up at the Giant who started to raise its
club.
Alucard looked at the giant for a moment then picked up
Crystal. Something imploded from the giant and it remained
still and started bleeding from the stitches.
As he walks away the giant fell down lifeless and blood
oozes from his patches.
Meanwhile back at the girls.
VAYNE
I’m out of ammo!
VALENTINE
I’m also out!
Only one vampire remained and it leaped towards them.
The girls heard a shriek from the vampire and what landed
before them are the ashes of the vampire.
ALUCARD
Let go back girls, this lady needs
some help.
Alucard holds crystal with both his hands.
VALENTINE
My lord, are you injured?
ALUCARD
No,I’m not.
VAYNE
What did you do?
ALUCARD
I helped both of you and this lady.
INT. DEFENSE BRANCH - NIGHT
The alarm on the security forces ran and the Chief of the
area fell of his chair.
MAXWELL
What the hell?
A man stormed into his office.
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SOLDIER 1
Sir! We have a breach in the
southwest sector!
MAXWELL
What? Why didn’t the sentries
report anything?
SOLDIER 1
We lost contact with them sir.
Another soldier ran into Maxwell’s office.
SOLDIER 2
Sir, It was reported that the
attack happened for a while now. I
have confirmed report from a nearby
patrol named Edward that Captain
Crystal men was among the soldiers
killed.
MAXWELL
Captain Crystal? Where is she?
SOLDIER 2
She is not among the dead sir and
is currently missing, maybe she got
taken...
MAXWELL
Let me talk to this Edward.
Maxwell ran towards the communication radio and took the
microphone.
MAXWELL
Edward, are you there? Explain the
situation!
EDWARD
There is blood and corpses
everywhere. Its a hell of a mess,
the sentry towers are down and
something big broke through the
defensive line.
MAXWELL
What were you doing before this
happened? How come you are the only
one alive?
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EDWARD
I was taking a shit sir!
MAXWELL
....
EDWARD
You better send some men to fix
this right away sir, the blood and
the corpses could attract some
ghouls in the area..
MAXWELL
I will lead a team down there
myself!
EXT. CITY OUTSKIRTS - NIGHT
Maxwell arrived with a large group and looked at the giant.
MAXWELL
Shit, its a whole new ball game.
Meanwhile Alucard and his gang are going back at the house
with the girls carrying Crystal.
VAYNE
Remind me why are we the carrying
her again?
VALENTINE
Be quiet sis.
ALUCARD
It’s your job follow my orders,that
was what your family signed for a
long term work contract.
VAYNE
So when will you pay us?
ALUCARD
Soon.
VAYNE
Fuck.

19.

INT. APARTMENT ROOM - DAY
Crystal waked up in a couch while Valentine and Vayne are
heating water.
CRYSTAL
Where am I?
VALENTINE
In our house.
CRYSTAL
What happened? Where is everyone?
VAYNE
If you mean your soldiers they are
dead, if you mean the vampires they
are dead.
Alucard walked into the room, as he spoke Crystal
instinctively looked at his teeth as saw the fangs.
ALUCARD
Good..
Crystal draws her hand gun and fires into Alucard’s head
which pierces through. Alucard just stood there as his wound
rapidly vanishes as it appeared.
ALUCARD
Is this...
Crystal continues firing until she ran out of bullets. Vayne
and Valentine made a coffee and a sandwich like nothing
happened.
CRYSTAL
What are you?
ALUCARD
A vampire, nice to...
Crystal looked at Alucard’s wounds healing rapidly unlike
anything she has seen before.
ALUCARD
meet you miss. I’m Alucard.
Crystal got out of the bed and looked at Vayne and
Valentine.
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CRYSTAL
Are you his familiars?
VAYNE
Nope, were his assistants.
VALENTINE
He doesn’t bite people.
CRYSTAL
Impossible. No vampire has ever
hold back in feeding and drinking
blood.
VAYNE
He did.
Crystal reloaded her handgun and pointed it know to the
girls.
CRYSTAL
Tell me what is going on right now!
VAYNE
We are having breakfast while you
are pointing a gun at us.
Alucard was about to say something when he fell on his
knees.
VALENTINE
MY LORD!
VAYNE
BOSS!
ALUCARD
It’s nothing, I’m a little tired
from the quarrel last night.
VAYNE
That’s a lie! Your too hungry to
even stand.
VALENTINE
My lord, I sincerely offer you some
of my blood..
ALUCARD
NEVER!
The girls looked at Crystal.
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CRYSTAL
What?
VALENTINE
We plan on leaving this place,
would you mind not turning us in?
CRYSTAL
No I’m taking you all in for
questioning!
VAYNE
Move and your dead.
CRYSTAL
Really?
Crystal and the sisters draw their guns.
ALUCARD
Enough!
The room trembled as Alucard’s eyes are glowing in red. The
girls felt a chill and lowered their weapons.
ALUCARD
I didn’t rescued you all so would
only kill each other. The soldier
is free to leave, we had merely
gave her shelter for the night.
VALENTINE
But my lord, she will file a report
about you.
ALUCARD
It’s alright, we are leaving this
settlement anyway.
CRYSTAL
And where would you go huh? Out to
tell you vampire friends about our
city?
VAYNE
Yeah, tell them how he manhandled
every vampire and they will cheer
and hug him.
ALUCARD
Where we go is none of your
concern. You are free to leave.
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VALENTINE
But my lord...
ALUCARD
It’s fine, begin preparations for a
long journey immediately.
VAYNE
Where are we going again?
ALUCARD
On a long journey.
VAYNE
Shit.
CRYSTAL
I’m going to go now...
VAYNE
Sure, spread the word. Were going
on a trip, Moses style!
Vayne and Valentine started packing their things, mostly
guns and ammunition, when they were finished Alucard saw
they are going to need a vehicle.
ALUCARD
How many horses to we need to carry
all of it.
VAYNE
We’re going to need a truck for
these amount of luggage.
VALENTINE
Which happens to be rare nowadays.
Then the whole room started trembling.
VAYNE
We get it you are angry.
ALUCARD
It’s not me.
VALENTINE
That means...
Valentine looked at the window and a the supply team that
was sent out returned. A heavily guarded truck just arrived,
and it was big enough to make nearby houses tremble.
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ALUCARD
I’m guessing that is a truck the
way you look at it.
VAYNE
I’m looking at the people guarding
it.
VALENTINE
Are you.. erm we, going to kill
them boss?
ALUCARD
It would be better to ask it to the
one in charge.

Alucard looked at where Vayne and Valentine are gazing.
VAYNE
You mean in there?
It was a fortress. And the truck and the guards just went
in.
VALENTINE
Well, atleast we know there is a
truck nearby.
INT. DEFENSE BRANCH - NOON
Crystal entered The Defense Branch’s room. All of the people
in there stood in awe.
Maxwell was the first to break the silence.
MAXWELL
You’re alive! We recived a report
thatCRYSTAL
What kind of report? That the
vampires had a walking battering
ram?
MAXWELL
What do you mean?
CRYSTAL
They had a Giant! We have a hole in
the wall and they might come again
tonight!
Maxwell is confused.
(CONTINUED)
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MAXWELL
Then how did you survive? Don’t
tell me you killed that so called
giant.
CRYSTAL
Nevermind that. We need bigger guns
if they come back again tonight.
MAXWELL
I’m heading towards the main branch
to talk to sir Alex, you make sure
the supplies are secured, we may be
heading for a lock down due to the
breach in our security.
INT. TRUCK HANGAR - NIGHT
Alucard together with the two sister’s casually walk towards
the guards guarding the massive while three others are
unloading some cargo.
GUARD1
Halt!
GUARD2
Hey how did you get in here?
ALUCARD
We asked.
The two guards aim they’re guns but Alucard had them already
in mind control as his eyes glowed.
ALUCARD
We only want the truck.
GUARD1
Alright...
Alucard steps forward towards the other 3 unloading the
cargo,his eye glowed again.
ALUCARD
Leave the rest, we are taking it
with us.
The guards nodded and left.
VAYNE
I hope everything flows as easily.
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VALENTINE
Let’s hope so. The raiders might
launch an attack again.
INT. MAIN BRANCH, ALEX’S ROOM - NIGHT
Alex was talking to a vampire with his face concealed.
ALEX
As discussed the line was down, but
why have you come here?
BELMONT
We have a problem with our deal.
The raiding forces were killed, a
homunculus was destroyed and our
special team were killed. What are
you hiding from us?
Belmont looked at Alex’s table full of food.
BELMONT
As our deal, we didn’t attack your
precious cargo in exchange for a
few live stock.
ALEX
What happened was a tragedy, I
don’t know the details but I did my
part of the bargain.
BELMONT
Then as compensation we will raid
the outskirts again tonight. Don’t
send them back up. If you do..
The large automaton in the room began to move. Belmont takes
a step back.
ALEX
I assure you nothing will happen
tonight. Provided you guys can
solve the problem on your own.
A telecom message was heard from his room.
LADY
Sir Alex, Mr. Maxwell is here to
see you.
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ALEX
Tell him I’m busy.
LADY
Yes sir.
Alex looked at Belmont.
ALEX
Now where were we?
INT. TRUCK HANGAR - NIGHT
Alucard and his party were about to leave when Crystal as
her squad arrived for the inspection.
VAYNE
Aw crap.
VALENTINE
Quick, hide my lord.
ALUCARD
.....
Crystal saw movement from the driver’s seat.
CRYSTAL
Is someone there?
Crystal was about to move forward with her team when they
all heard an explosion.
Crystal and her team looked at the entrance and saw smoked
rise.
CRYSTAL
YOU! CALL HQ FOR BACK UP!
The member she pointed reached for his radio but all he
found was static.
MAN
I CAN’T GET THROUGH!
CRYSTAL
THEN WE GO OURSELVES!
Crystal and the rest of the guards went towards the main
brach as another smoke rises in the outskirts.

27.

EXT. CITY OUTSKIRTS - NIGHT
Belmont stood as an army of vampires continue to pour in.
BELMONT
As deal tonight will be the last
raid. Which means take them for all
their worth.
Some soldiers station tried to fight but they are easily
overwhelmed by the raiding vampires.
INT. MAIN BRANCH, ALEX’S ROOM - NIGHT
Alex simply looked at the smoke rising. He presses a button
for his orders.
ALEX
Cut off all communications.
LADY
Understood.
EXT. CITY OUTSKIRTS - NIGHT
Maxwell and all his men were knee deep battling the vampires
when Crystal and her team arrives.
MAXWELL
Why are you here?!
CRYSTAL
What do you mean?!
MAXWELL
Nevermind.
The group continue to ipen fire at the ranmpaging vampire
horde when 3 homunculus appeared.
MAXWELL
There is more of that?!
CRYSTAL
How did we kill that?!
from the back the massive truck arrives. Alucard and his
party steps out.
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CRYSTAL
You!
ALUCARD
We will lend a hand in exchange for
the truck.
A vampire manages to get close but Vayne shots its head.
VAYNE
WELL?
Maxwell looked around to consider losing the massive truck.
MAXWELL
EVACUATE ALL THE CIVILIANS FIRST!!
Alucard made a signal and Valentine helps the group of
scattering people inside the truck.
ALUCARD
Now we attack.
Alucard walks towards the rampaging horde, as two vampires
came near he grabs both their necks and crushes them turning
them into dust.
Alucard looks back.
ALUCARD
Well?
MAXWELL
FOLLOW HIS LEAD!!
Alucard quickly moves to the front and confronted the
humonculus.
MAXWELL
HE’S INSANE!
Alucard silently destroys the monsters hearts as he clinched
his fists.
BELMONT
What the..
The vampires stopped on their tracks as Alucard stood before
them and the giants fell down.
MAXWELL
NOW!

29.

The humans suddenly turned the tide of the battle with
Alucards group, the managed to drive back the vampire raid
back outside the city.
EXT. CITY OUTSKIRTS - NIGHT
The vampires are running outside the gate as Belmont gritted
his teeth.
BELMONT
This can’t be happening.. What will
I tell my superiors.
From behind him Alucard appeared.
ALUCARD
It’s simple, you will tell them
nothing.
Belmont turned and fired his gun but Alucard dodges the
bullets.
BELMONT
But your a vampire! Why are you on
their side!
ALUCARD
No comment.
Alucard clinches his fist and Belmont’s heart imploded.
BELMONT
GukhHe then started to turn to ashes.
Maxwell look at Alucard and aimed his gun.
MAXWELL
You’re one of them!
ALUCARD
I’m different.
Vayne and Valentine aimed their guns at Maxwell
VAYNE
Not this again...
The soldiers aimed theirs at the ladies.
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VALENTINE
A question: is it really wise to
shot someone who just took down 3
giants?
Crystal steps forth.
CRYSTAL
Lower your guns everyone.
MAXWELL
He is dangerous.
CRYSTAL
He just helped us. He could easily
kill us if he wanted to harm us.
MAXWELL
Point taken.
Everyone seems to have loosened up. Maxwell looked at
Alucard.
MAXWELL
Alex will want to talk to you.
ALUCARD
I have no intention of staying
here.
MAXWELL
Good. But you can’t just take the
truck. Ask the owner yourself.
ALUCARD
That sounds reasonable enough.
VAYNE
Wait were really just going to ask?
ALUCARD
Yes.
VALENTINE
That place is heavily guarded.
ALUCARD
We are his guests.

31.

INT. MAIN BRANCH, ALEX’S ROOM - DAY
Alex was revealed to be a vampire as there were 3 ladies
that lay dead in his room as he finished drinking their
blood.
ALEX
Ah...
Alex laid down the last of his meal when the intercom
opened.
LADY
Sir we have guest. It’s sir
Maxwell.
Alex looked at the screen and saw Vayne and Valentine
together with Crystal.
ALEX
Very well. Let them in.
INT. MAIN BRANCH HALLWAY - DAWN
Alex arrived where Maxwell and Alucard’s group sit in wait.
The hallway was large and there are guards in the doorway.
ALEX
Captain.
MAXWELL
Sir.
Maxwell and the others stood.
ALEX
Tell me why you are here?
MAXWELL
Explain what is going on?! we
called the hq for back up and there
was no answer! did you purposely
left us to die?!
Maxwell was angry Alex is surprised.
ALEX
Are you saying you managed to
escaped the raid?
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CRYSTAL
We drove them out.
ALEX
Interesting. How did this happen?

Maxwell looked at Alucard. Alex followed his gaze.
ALEX
So you are the one responsible for
the success? I guess a
congratulation is in order.
ALUCARD
He is a vampire.
MAXWELL
What?
ALEX
Ho...
Alex flicked his fingers and a bunch of guards entered the
room and aimed at the group.
MAXWELL
What is the meaning of this?!
ALEX
You guys aren’t the first to
discover what I am. We have a deal
with the vampires to sacrifice a
few to save the masses.
CRYSTAL
You bastard.
ALEX
I can’t say it’s without it’s prks.
To seal the deal they turned me
into one. What it is like on the
other side. I can say it is
satisfying.
ALUCARD
We have to get out.
VAYNE
How?
ALUCARD
I’m going to stall them use it to
escape.
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VALENTINE
What?!
Alucard eye’s glowed and like a flash everybody was outside.
INT. APARTMENT ROOM - NOON
MAXWELL
Wha- What happened?
ALUCARD
I mind controlled everybody and
brought us here.
CRYSTAL
We can’t remember anything.
ALUCARD
A side effect. I had to get
everyone here or you would have
fought and died.
Alucard sit down exhausted.
VALENTINE
Master!
VAYNE
Your at your limit. Bite one us you
are already drained of your powers.
Maxwell and Crystal are still in awe of the events that
happened.
MAXWELL
Hey someone has to tell everybody
about Alex’s schemes.
CRYSTAL
I’ll do it. But first...
Crystal took a knife and slit his hand in front of Alucard.
CRYSTAL
Payment for our lives.
ALUCARD
....
VAYNE
Just take it boss.
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Alucard nodded and raised his right hand. the blood that
tricked rises and floated towards him in a sphered shaped.
it continued to grow until it was the size of a fist.
ALUCARD
This is enough.
Alucards opened his mouth and the sphere entered.
ALUCARD
I may need to rest a bit.
Alucard went towards his coffin and sleep.Valentine covered
it. Crystal sat on the couch.
CRYSTAL
whew....
MAXWELL
Now we need a plan.
VAYNE
He is probably searching for us.
VALENTINE
He has an army.
MAXWELL
We have your friend. I have to get
to the branch and alert the others.
VAYNE
We can’t they are still resting
after the vampire raid.
VALENTINE
One of us has to alert the people
that is for sure.
CRYSTAL
That will be me.
VAYNE
For now we are out gunned.
MAXWELL
We’ll have to wait till your frined
awakens.
CRYSTAL
I’ll be going now.
Crystal stood and and went outside.
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MAXWELL
Then for now we prepare. do you
have any weapons?
VALENTINE
We have plenty.

Valentine opened the closet and the many weapons were
displayed.
VAYNE
And now we wait.
INT. MAIN BRANCH, HALLWAY - DAY
Alex was furios was ordering his own special forces that
lined up. And he hands them a photo that was taken when
everybody was in the hallway.
ALEX
I don’t care how you do it. Just
scour the city for the Cyborg and
the girls.
GUARD
Understood.
The special forces went outside.
ALEX
This is a mess.
A large shadow loomed over alex that glowed red eyes.
ALEX
Not yet my pet.
INT. APARTMENT ROOM - NOON
Everybody was sipping coffee when the lights atarted
blaring.
MAXWELL
They maid their move.
VAYNE
Well we could lower their forces.
VALETINE
We will be overwhelmed if we fought
them.
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MAXWELL
We have no choice if we run
civilians will be caught in the
crossfire.
VAYNE
So we strike first?
VALENTINE
Obviously this requires strategy.
VAYNE
like what?
VALENTINE
We snipe them and hope the master
awaken’s from the gunshots.
MAXWELL
This is only a portion of Alex
army. He must have barricade
himself.

Vayne grapped some sniper rifles from the closet
VAYNE
It’s a good thing they don’t bring
any vehicle.
Vayne started to aim at the soldiers from far away.
VAYNE
Well?
MAXWELL
I guess we fight.
Maxwell took some sniper gun and Valetine did so aswell.
EXT. CITY OUTSKIRTS - NOON
The soldiers were bringing down doors of the outsirts when 3
shots fired. Three men fell down and the rest immediately
took cover. A soldier called Alex.
SOLDIER1
Confirmed! I repeat target sighted!
We are at the outskirts target is
in the building what are your
others?!
A rocket flew by and exploded. And they immediatly returned
fire.
(CONTINUED)
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ALEX
I want the grils captured. Kill the
rest and anyone who stands in your
way.
SOLDIER 1
Understood.
INT. APARTMENT ROOM - NOON
The firefight continues but the soldier are getting closer
and they switch to automatic weapons. Maxwell went for the
gattling gun and started showering bullets.
VAYNE
THEY JUST KEEP PRESSING!
MAXWELL
THEN KEEP FIRING!
Valentine reloads the bazooka.
VALENTINE
This is harder that I thought. I
guess master is a deep sleeper.
VAYNE
You dont say.
EXT. CITY OUTSKIRTS - NOON
The soldier keep pouring when suddenly from behind a shot
was fired and the one with the radio was hit.
SOLDIER2
Where did that come from?!
Crystal and the city guards have arrived and flanked the
soldiers on the streets.
CRYSTAL
A classic pincer attack.
EDWARD
Fire at will!
The city guards entered the firefight. Another soldier took
the Radio.
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SOLDIER3
Sir Alex! The city has been
infored! The guards are siding with
the cyborg’s group!
ALEX
Is that so.
SOLDIER3
Sir, we request back up
immediately.
ALEX
Stand your ground. Help is on its
way.
The fire fight intensified.
INT. APARTMENT ROOM - NOON
Everybody reloaded in the room reloaded.
MAXWELL
The calvalry has arrived. Let’s
finish this.
VAYNE
What about the boss?
MAXWELL
When he wakes up this will be over.
Let’s move!
Valetnine shoots another bazooka.
VALENTINE
Very well.
Valentine drops the bazooka and grabs an automatic weapon.
MAXWELL
Let’s move!
They went outside to the streets.
EXT. CITY OUTSKIRTS - NOON
Maxwell and Crystal group tries to rout up the remaining
soldiers. When the two groups meet in the middle it was
over.
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EDWARD
Booyah!
The group congratulated Vayne and Valentine along with
Maxell, Crystal then appeared towards the Maxwell.
CRYSTAL
Glad you could hold up.
MAXWELL
Your timing was impecable.
they were about to rest when an explosion hits the city
guards. Bodies flew everywhere.
MAXWELL
Take cover!
Everbody saw the hulking figure. coming from the back
streets.
MAXWELL
Fire at will!
Everybody fires but the huling shadow appeared in the broad
streets taking theyre bullets. It was a 8 feet tall robot.
It’s left hand was a gatling gun that fired back smoldering
the ruins of the houses.
VAYNE
Shit.
INT. MAIN BRANCH, ALEX’S ROOM - NOON
Alex sat by his room and watches the video from the robot’s
eyes.
ALEX
The ABC destroyer. Atomic,
bacterial and Chemical, it can be
deployed anywhere and in any
situations. This is my favorite
pet. A relic of human wars during
the vampire campaign. Now my
personal toy.
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EXT. CITY OUTSKIRTS - NOON
The guards were firing but the bullets just bounces from the
chest of its heaby armor. The gattling gun continues to be
trouble as it continues to fire.
VALENTINE
I’ll go get the last bazooka! Cover
me!
VAYNE
How?! Just run your ass!
Valentine waited for the fire to pass then ran back toward’s
the appartment.
Edward hides behind one of the houses as the robot passed
by. He then went out when it passed and unloaded a shot gun
at point blank to its back.
EDWARD
Eat this!
The shells exploded and the warbot turned around. Edward
fire another shot and this time it was hit in the head. The
robot staggered a bit then punched him with it’s right hand.
Edward was hit in the stomach and flew of to one of the
houses.
EDWARD
Aw crap.
Edawrd fainted but Maxwell saw the hit on the head.
MAXWELL
Everyone try hitting its head!
They open fired but they soon went into cover as the
gattling gun blazed.
INT. APARTMENT ROOM - NOON
Valentine arrived at the room and searches for a bazooka.
She was out of ammo but she found somthing even better. An
anti tank stinger missile.
Valentine took and aimed at the window.
VANETINE
Eat this tin can!
Valentine fires the last rocket.
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EXT. CITY OUTSKIRTS - NOON
Maxwell heard the launch of the missile and looked at it. It
was a direct hit to the robot. The was a large explosion.
The people cheered but their cheers died down as from the
smoke the gatlling gun fires wildly.
MAXWELL
This is it.
Maxwell’s robotic right arm glowed with electricity and a
larged nail in his knucles extended. Maxwell ran towards the
smoke and punches his right arm.
MAXWELL
TAKE THIS! DRILL BREAKER!
Maxwell landed the spinning right punch but the warbot used
it’s left arm for cover and the nail punch destroyed the
gatlling gun.
MAXWELL
Shit.
Maxwell steps back as his right arm reloads another drill.
The warbot stood tall and looks at its left arm. The warbot
discarded the gattling gun and he took from behind another
arm.
Maxwell Stood in fighting stance as the crowd begins rally
in shouts.
INT. MAIN BRANCH, ALEX’S ROOM - NOON
Alex watches the screen as he drinks blood from his glass.
ALEX
Hoo.. You intend to go toe to toe
with my toy? This will be fun.
LADY
S-Sir?
ALEX
Not now.

42.
INT. APARTMENT ROOM - NOON
Valetine looks from the appartment as Maxwell battles the
warbot. She continue to search for usable weapons when she
noticed the coffin is empty.
EXT. CITY OUTSKIRTS - NOON
Maxwell is doing his best battling the warbot but he is no
match in terms of strenght and its armor is to thick.
The robot attemps a left hook but Maxwell ducked and lands a
right uppercut. The drill was shot and the bot staggers as
the crowd fgoes wild.
MAXWELL
Oh boy.
The last drill reloads and the warbot seems to be to sturdy.
VAYNE
Get back!
Maxwell steps away and Vayne fired her magnum hitting the
warbot in the eye. The robot wildy lashes about as the
camera was damaged.
Vayne stood and aimed and shoots the other eye. It was a
direct hit but robot is now blinded it went on a rampage and
wildly swings it arms.
The city gurads opened fired and try to supress it to no
avail until they went out of ammo.
MAXWELL
It’s now or never.
Maxwell raised the drill level and the pump action to
maximum gauge. Smoke emits as the drills spins faster.
Maxwell ran towards the warbot and punches it with his right
with all his might. The drill destroyed the robot’s head.The
robot walked backwards and fell down. Everybody was cheering
Maxwell.
CRYSTAL
That’s the captain for ya.
MAXWELL
Meh. I need a vacation.
MAxwell sat as the other cheered. Edward stood back up.
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EDWARD
What did I miss?
INT. MAIN BRANCH, ALEX’S ROOM - NOON
Alex was already perpared to leave. He presses the intercom
and there was now answer.
ALEX
They won’t get away with this.
Opened communications with his vampire contact.
ALEX
Belmont?! Hello Belmont?!
There was no answer so Alex went out to the hallway.
INT. MAIN BRANCH HALLWAY - NIGHT
Alex summons evrey guard and soldier he had but nobody
answered.
The main door opened and Alucard entered.
ALEX
You!
ALUCARD
It seems you have a contract with
the vampire nation. Who is the
king?
ALEX
I don’t know. What have you done to
the guards?! ANSWER ME!
ALUCARD
They went to sleep in the prison.
Now for my question.
ALEX
I said I don’t know.
ALUCARD
Then I must end your reign of
terror here in the human
settlement.
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ALEX
Is that so?
Alex metamorphed into a batlike creature.
ALUCARD
A demon?
BAAL
My name is Baal!
The demon flapped its wings and the shockwave cracked the
walls of the hallway.
ALUCARD
Pleased to meet you.
Alucard raised his right arm and someting emploded to the
demon.
BAAL
GukhALUCARD
.....
The demon jumped as last attempt but he was already turning
to ashes and Alucard just stood there. The demon Baal was
ashes before he could reach Alucard.
EXT. CITY OUTSKIRTS - NIGHT
Alucard meets with everybody else.
MAXWELL
Where were you?
ALUCARD
I took care of your problem.
MAXWELL
And what about The vampires?
ALUCARD
That is why we are leaving.
VAYNE
So soon? What the about
celebration?
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EDWARD
I got beer!
The party already started. Valentine join the conversation.
VALENTINE
What now boss?
ALUCARD
Well these people need a new
leader.
MAXWELL
That would be decided soon. But I
nominate you.
ALUCARD
Like I said I have bussiness with
the vampires. You are more fitting
to lead them. The people trust you.
MAXWELL
Is there anything we can do to help
your journey?
VAYNE
We are going to use the truck. Will
you guys be alright?
MAXWELL
Yeah. We will managed. The ghouls
wont be a threat now that three
wont be any sabotages.
ALUCARD
Then we are off.
Crystal appeared to the group.
CRYSTAL
Im going with you.
VAYNE
Why?
CRYSTAL
I’ll be his familiar.
ALUCARD
I don’t use familiars like the
other vampires.
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VALENTINE
Still you are going to need blood.
MAXWELL
Perfect! That way we can keep an
eye on you. Maintain regulard
contact yeah?
CRYSTAL
Sure.
ALUCARD
This journey is going to be long.
CRYSTAL
I’m fine with that. Maybe we can
find other settlements and
establish a trade route.
MAXWELL
Indeed. There is no telling how
many settlements are out there.
ALUCARD
I guess it is for the best.
Alucard went inside the truck where his coffin was and
sleeps.
MAXWELL
Thank you. You girls are fine
warriors.
VALENTINE
And you. Lead them well.
VAYNE
Bye.
Crystal saluted Maxwell and Maxwell did the same. They
climbed aboard the truch and went towards the sun that
started to rise.

